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• About the University of Northern 
Colorado
• Typical workflows
• Streaming video workflows
• Questions with which we’ve struggled
• Conclusions
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364807/
About the University of Northern Colorado Libraries
• James A. Michener Library and Howard M. Skinner Music Library
• FTE = 10,219
• Library Materials Budget FY16 = $3.1 million
University of Northern Colorado Libraries
Systems & Infrastructure
• Sierra ILS (Innovative Interfaces)
• Summon (ProQuest)
• Encore (Innovative Interfaces)
• Serials Solutions Knowledgebase (ProQuest)
• Ensemble Streaming Server
University of Northern Colorado Libraries
Technical Services Department
• Two units serving both Michener and Skinner Libraries
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(Monograph Receiving)
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(Cataloging)
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(Cataloging)
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(Electronic Resources)
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(Government Documents)
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Typical Workflows
• Monographs
1. Order submitted by selector
2. Order placed by Monograph Acquisitions Technician
3. Order received by Monograph Receiving Technician
4. Items processed by student worker
5. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
6. Items cataloged
• Serials
1. Subscription request approved by Collection Development Group
2. Order created by Electronic Resources Technician
3. Licensing/negotiation completed by Technical Services Manager
4. Access enabled by vendor
5. Subscription paid by Invoicing Technician
6. Access publicized by Technical Services Manager

Types of Streaming Video
• Databases
• Perpetual access
• Subscription
• Locally-hosted
• Perpetual
• Termed license
• Externally-hosted
• Perpetual
• Termed license
• Patron-driven
Faculty Assumptions Regarding 
Streaming Video
• Everything is available in streaming format
• Ripping DVDs is OK
• A week’s notice is all Technical Services should need to make it 
happen
Streaming Video Databases Workflow
1. Purchase agreed upon by committee
2. Order is entered into Sierra by Electronic Resources Technician
3. License (if needed) handled by one of the Technical Services 
Managers 
4. Order received by Technical Services Manager
5. Resource added to ERM for tracking expiration dates by Technical 
Services Manager
6. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
7. Batch load of vendor-provided MARC records
Individual Streaming Video Workflow
(in the Ideal World)
1. Order submitted by selector
2. Order placed by Monograph Acquisitions Technician
3. License (if needed) handled by one of the Technical Services 
Managers 
4. Order received by Technical Services Manager
5. Titles added to ERM for tracking expiration dates by Technical 
Services Manager
6. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
7. Titles cataloged
More Complex Streaming Video Workflows:
Multi-format Purchases
1. Order submitted by selector
2. Order placed by Monograph Acquisitions Technician
3. License (if needed) handled by one of the Technical Services 
Managers 
4. Physical video received by Receiving Technician
5. Streaming video received by Technical Services Manager
6. Physical video processed for circulation
7. Title added to ERM for tracking expiration date by Technical Services 
Manager
8. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
9. Physical and streaming videos are cataloged separately
More Complex Streaming Video Workflows:
Locally-Hosted
1. Order submitted by selector
2. Order placed by Monograph Acquisitions Technician
3. License handled by one of the Technical Services Managers
4. License indicates streaming video must be locally-hosted
5. DVD received by Receiving Technician
6. File ripped from purchased DVD & hosted on Ensemble server
7. DVD processed for circulation
8. Title added to ERM for tracking expiration date by Technical Services 
Manager
9. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
10. Physical and streaming videos are cataloged separately
More Complex Streaming Video Workflows:
Permission from Copyright Holder
1. Order submitted by selector
2. Video is not available from standard streaming vendors
3. Technical Services Manager searches for copyright holder
4. If copyright holder can be identified, Technical Services Manager will 
initiate contact and negotiate license
5. When agreement is reached, an order is created
6. Copyright holder makes video available or allows ripping of physical 
item
7. Video file added to Ensemble server for local storage and access
8. Titles added to ERM for tracking expiration dates by Technical 
Services Manager
9. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
10. Titles cataloged
Workflow for Re-Leasing Streaming Video
1. Alerted that video lease is about to expire
2. Contact subject liaison about interest in another lease term
3. Work with vendor on availability and pricing
4. New order added to system by Ordering Technician
5. New lease term added to ERM for tracking expiration date by 
Technical Services Manager
6. Order paid by Invoicing Technician
Workflow for Removing Streaming Video
1. Take out of catalog
2. Remove holdings from OCLC
3. Count for withdrawn statistics if paid with monograph money
https://www.flickr.com/photos/15492882@N00/3922189892/
Are Multi-year Leases Monograph or Serial?
How Do You Handle Orders for DVD and Streaming Together?
How Do You Handle ADA Compliance Issues?
• Locally hosted closed-captioned files were too big. We supply if 
requested.
• Genre headings in bibliographic records are possible
Do You Track Usage?
Cons
• Not provided by all vendors
• Not always provided in a standard way
• What constitutes good usage?
Pros
• Want to make data driven decisions
• Included in some vendors’ SUSHI files
• Interesting
How Do You Track Expiration Dates?
How Do You Provide Access?
Discovery Layer Only? Catalog?

https://www.flickr.com/photos/juggernautco/6742918467
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